
 

 
 
 
THE MENTORS- ‘EL DUCE VITA’ DVD 
Wow, the fucking MENTORS…what can I say??? This is something very 
special indeed and it’s crazy that this collection of videos, 
interview-clips and live footage is just getting an official release 
now! This is well overdue!! This is of such importance it’s unreal! 
This DVD presents the MENTORS home-made videos of ‘On The Rag’, ‘Forty  
Ouncer’, ‘Golden Showers’, ‘Donkey Dick’, ‘When You’re Horny, You’re 
Horny’, ‘All Women Are Insane’and ‘Sex Slave’ and even if you’re 
unfamiliar with this band…you know what to expaect from those 
titles…you got it…some serious degeneracy!!And three live sections from 
Texas, Minnesota and California. The Mentors were so unique in the way 
that they had this real strong humor running through their material and 
for me, that actually adds to the danger…it seems to make this fucked-
up depravity in some way accessible and that’s fucking genius!! Their 
videos shock but they also amuse and if you compare that to say, GG 
ALLIN, it’s a very different approach, GG wasn’t about humor at all, he 
was about absolute destruction and hate but the MENTORS are half and 
half…they certainly want to provoke but with hilarity and that made 
them very unique. El Duce is a real character and he alays reminded me 
of a more approachable GG…this is an absolutely essential DVD…you will 
be blow away, sickened and amazed.This fucker has everything you need 
for your sleazy, corrupt mind: bloody tampons, vaginas dripping blood, 
pissing and ejaculating on girl faces, masturbation, oral sex, animals 
fucking, drug use, tons of nakedness,  and of course not forgetting the 
rockin’ music and it’s importance in fusing metal and punk rock. This 
is an absolute feast of corruption and it’s just so much fun. El Duce, 
Sickie Wifebeater and Dr.Heathen Scum are fucking hilarious. I love the 
rawness and home-madeness of these videos and they really are good 
videos, they are thought up and edited really well and I got nothing 
bad to say about this DVD…this is awesome and a real fucking 
treat…please do yourse;f a favour and get acquainted with the MENTORS 
if you are unfamiliar with them…start with this DVD…you will either be 
repulsed or hooked and if you’re repulsed you’re a fucking half-measure 
punk…have some serious fucking fun with this, this rules. MVD Visual 
www.mvdvisual.com 
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